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Abstract: This research empirically and comparatively examines the quality of conventional and Islamic
banks’ asset management in Indonesia during the period 2009-2011. Four general conventional banks [i.e.,
Bank Mandiri Indonesia (BMI), Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI), Bank Central Asia (BCA), and Bank Nasional
Indonesia (BNI)] and four Islamic banks (Bank Muamalat, Bank Syariah Mandiri, Bank Syariah Mega
Indonesia, and Bank Syariah BRI) were, respectively, explored. Specifically, the purpose of  this study is to
compare the quality of the Islamic and conventional banks’ asset management with the CAMEL (capital,
asset, management, earning, and liquidity) method. It also attempts to analyse the influences of  the ROA
(Return on Asset), TLTA (Total Loan to Total Assets), and OITL (Operating Income to Total Liabilities)
on the quality of the banks’ asset management. The CAMEL method was used to evaluate the quality
level of the banks’ asset management, while the multiple regression analysis was then adopted to explore
the determinants of  the quality of  the banks’ asset management. The study documented that Bank Syariah
BRI was the best performing bank, with the highest CAMEL score of  50.33, while Bank Mandiri Indo-
nesia was the worst performer with the lowest CAMEL score of  26.33. As a group, the Islamic banks
were found to have better rankings, i.e., positions 1, 2, 3, and 6, while the conventional banks were found
in 4, 5, 7, and 8, respectively. The study proved that the Islamic banks have a better asset management
quality compared to their conventional counterparts. The Islamic banks were also proved to be better
able to withstand the risks, particularly the financing risk.

Abstrak: Penelitian ini secara empiris dan komparatif meneliti kualitas manajemen aset bank konvensional
dan syariah di Indonesia selama periode 2009-2011. Empat bank konvensional umum [yaitu, Bank Mandiri
Indonesia (BMI) , Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI), Bank Central Asia (BCA), dan Bank Nasional Indonesia
(BNI)] dan empat bank syariah (yaitu, Bank Muamalat, Bank Syariah Mandiri, Bank Syariah Mega Indo-
nesia, dan Bank Syariah BRI) akan dieksplorasi. Secara khusus, penelitian ini bertujuan untuk membandingkan
kualitas manajemen aset bank syariah dan konvensional dengan metode CAMEL (kapital, aset, manajemen,
earning, dan likuiditas). Penelitian ini juga menganalisis pengaruh profitabilitas, risiko kredit atau pinjaman
dan manajemen utang terhadap tingkat kualitas manajemen aset bank. Metode CAMEL digunakan untuk
mengevaluasi tingkat kualitas manajemen aset bank, sedangkan analisis regresi berganda kemudian diadopsi
untuk mengeksplorasi faktor-faktor penentu kualitas manajemen aset bank. Studi ini menemukan bahwa
Bank Syariah BRI adalah bank dengan tingkat kualitas manajemen aset tertinggi dengan skor CAMEL

  # The authors would like to thank the referees of the journal for providing helpful comments on the earlier draft
of the paper. However, the authors bear sole responsibility for any errors.
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tertinggi 50,33, sedangkan Bank Mandiri Indonesia adalah bank dengan tingkat kualitas manajemen aset
terendah dengan skor CAMEL terendah 26,33. Secara keseluruhan, bank syariah ditemukan memiliki
peringkat kualitas manajemen aset yang lebih baik, yaitu peringkat 1, 2, 3, dan 6, sedangkan bank konvensional
berada pada peringkat 4, 5, 7, dan 8. Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa bank syariah memiliki tingkat
kualitas manajemen aset yang lebih baik dibandingkan dengan pesaingnya, bank konvensional. Bank-bank
syariah juga terbukti memiliki tingkat kualitas yang lebih baik dalam mengelola risiko, terutama risiko
pembiayaan.

Keywords: asset management; CAMEL; credit risk; Islamic vs. conventional banks;
profitability

Introduction

The asset management of the financial
services industry has long been a focus of
banking research in the last few decades. The
amount of attention that banking asset man-
agement research has received is understand-
able. Their findings have obvious implications
for bank management who seek to improve
asset management, efficiency, and productiv-
ity performance, and for policy makers who
are concerned about banking competition and
bank safety and soundness (Kwan 2003).
Efficiency would also imply improved prof-
itabilit y, a greater amount of  funds chan-
nelled in, better prices and quality of  services
for consumers and greater safety in terms of
an improved capital buffer in absorbing risk
(Berger et  a l.  1995) . Thus, the study of
banks’ asset management and performance
is important because the competition in the
financial service industry in the era of  glo-
balization is tougher than in previous decades.
Therefore, only the efficient banks, with bet-
ter asset management will survive since effi-
ciency is related to productivity and profit-
ability. Motivated by this reason, this study
intends to explore the quality of asset man-
agement of eight conventional and Islamic
general banks in Indonesia. It also attempts
to compare the quality of asset management
of the Islamic banks with their conventional

counterparts in Indonesia.  Measuring and
comparing the quality of the banks’ asset
management has become a main concern for
bank customers, investors, and bankers in the
finance industry. Information about the qual-
ity of asset management of the banks is one
of the major considerations taken into ac-
count by bank customers in depositing their
money. Meanwhile, by referring to the bank’s
asset management, it enables bank managers
to offer better pricing, attracting greater de-
posits from the available surplus cash in so-
ciety, and improving their profitability. Thus,
knowing their quality of asset management,
the bank’s managers can design a proper strat-
egy and policy to improve their competitive
ability against their competitors.

Compared to the conventional  banks
that have dominated the banking industry in
Indonesia since the late 1980s, Islamic banks
are a relatively new banking system in Indo-
nesia, with a market share of less than 5 per-
cent in 2012. Although Indonesia is the coun-
try with the largest Muslim community in the
world, the development of the Islamic bank-
ing system, which was initiated by the Majlis
Ulama Indonesia (Indonesian Ulema Council)
in the early 1990s has been relatively slow,
compared to other Muslim countries, particu-
larly Malaysia, that recorded a market share
of 20 percent in 2010. Bank Muamalat Indo-
nesia (BMI) was the first fully-fledged Islamic
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bank in Indonesia. The prospects for Islamic
banking in Indonesia are very promising, al-
though BMI’s assets were still relatively small
(Rp.100.26 billion in 2010), it has increased
to Rp135.9 billion (35.55 percent) in 2011.
Bank Indonesia (BI), the central bank of In-
donesia, predicted that the growth of Islamic
banks would be around 79 percent annually
in the next few years.

During the last five years, the Islamic
banking industry in Indonesia has recorded
an average growth of 37.9 percent. The Fi-
nancing to Deposit Ratio (FDR) has increased
by 89.67 percent, Non Performing Financ-
ing (FDR) has been at 3.02 percent, the in-
vestment based financing achieved 34 per-
cent growth, and the trade based financing
amounted to 55 percent of the total financ-
ing. Islamic banking offices are now available
in all 34 provinces in the country. Since the
future of the Islamic banking industry in In-
donesia cannot be isolated from their asset
management, thus the present study is indeed
timely to empirically explore the quality of
the Islamic banks’ asset management and
compare it with their conventional counter-
parts.

As the banking sector is the backbone
of the Indonesian economy and plays an im-
portant financial intermediary role, their abil-
ity to manage their assets is very critical to
the stability of the Indonesian economy at
large. Given the relationship between the well
being of the banking sector and the growth
of the economy (Rajan and Zingales 1998;
Lev ine 1998 ;  Lev ine and Zevros 1998 ;
Cetorell i  and Gambera 2001;  Beck  and
Levine 2004), knowledge of the underlying
factors that influence the financial sector’s
profitability is therefore essential, not only for
the managers of the banks, but also for the
numerous stakeholders such as the central

banks, bankers associ ations, governments,
and other financial authorities. Knowledge of
these factors would also be helpful for the
regulatory authorities and bank managers to
formulate future policies for improving the
profitability of the Indonesian banking sec-
tor.

By using a balanced bank level panel
data for the period 2009-2011, this study
seeks to empirically explore the quality of
asset management of eight conventional and
Islamic general banks in Indonesia based on
the CAMEL (Capital, Asset, Management,
Earning, and Liquidity) method. It also at-
tempts to compare the quality of asset man-
agement of the conventional banks with their
Islamic counterparts. Finally, the study also
empirically investigates the determinants of
the quality level of the banks’ asset manage-
ment. While there has been extensive litera-
ture examining the asset management of fi-
nancial sectors in developed countries, simi-
lar empirical studies on factors that influence
the asset management of financial institutions
in developing economies, particularly in In-
donesia, has been relatively scarce. Thus, this
study tries to fill the existing gap in this area
of research, particularly in Indonesia.

The rest of  this study is structured as
follows: the next section reviews related stud-
ies in the literature, followed by a section that
outlines the empirical framework. Section 4
highlights the empirical findings. Finally, sec-
tion 5 concludes the study, provides some
policy recommendations, and offers avenues
for future research.

Selected Previous Studies

The empirical studies on banks’ asset
management have mainly focused on the U.S.
banking system (Berger 1987; Angbazo 1997;
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DeYoung and Rice 2004; Stiroh and Rumble
2006; Hirtle and Stiroh 2007) and the bank-
ing sys tems in the Western and developed
countries, e.g. New Zealand (To and Tripe
2002),  Austral ia (Will iams 2003), Greece
(Pasiouras and Kosmidou 2007; Kosmidou
et a l .  2007; Athanasoglou et a l.  2008;
Kosmidou and Zopounidis 2008). In contrast,
few studies have looked at banks’ asset man-
agement in developing economies, particu-
larly the ASEAN economies, e.g. Malaysia
(Guru et al. 2002; and Sufian 2009), Thai-
land (Chantapong 2005) , the Phil ippines
(Sufian and Chong 2008), and Indonesia
(Swandari 2002; Almilia and Herdiningtyas
2005; Aryati and Balafif 2007; Hastuti and
Subaweh 2008;  Lesta ri 2009; and Arafat
2011).

Compared to the empirical studies on
the asset management of conventional banks
in Indonesia, the studies on the qua lity of
asset management of the Islamic bank ing
system have been limited. Such studies have
been conducted by Rubitoh (2003),
Wulandari (2004), Omar et al. (2007), and
Nugraheni (2011).  In her study, Rubitoh
(2003) investigated the impact of economic
fluctuations on Islamic banking in Indonesia.
She found that although the Islamic banks
had been adversely affected by the economic
cycle, the effect was relative small. On the
other hand, Wulandari (2004) highlighted
descriptively the comparative advantages of
the first fully-fledged Islamic bank in Indo-
nesia, Bank Muamalat Indonesia (BMI) and

compared it with the conventional banks. He
found that BMI had few comparative advan-
tages compared to its conventional counter-
parts.

Furthermore, using a  non-parametric
approach, i.e ., data envelopment analysis
(DEA), Omar et al. (2006) studied the effi-
ciencies of 21 private banks in Indonesia
during 2002 to 2004. In their study, Omar at
al. (2006) included two Islamic banks. The
study documented that although the two Is-
lamic banks, Bank Syariah Mandiri and BMI
were operating above the average cost, but
on ave rage, the convent ional banks were
found to be more efficient than the Islamic
banks. They suggested that, an improving in
bank scale, technical efficiency, and pure ef-
ficiency change were the best way for the Is-
lamic Banks to be in a better position and to
gain a competitive advantages over the con-
ventional banks.

The latest study by Veverita (2011) has
also attempted to compare the quality of as-
set management of Islamic and conventional
banks using three financial efficiency ratios
(i.e. cost efficiency ratios, revenue efficiency
ratios and profit efficiency ratios). She found
that there was a significant asset management
improvement by Islamic banks due to their
costs and revenue efficiency. Compared to the
conventional banks, she documented that
Islamic banks experienced a lower cost effi-
ciency, but they recorded higher revenue and
profit efficiencies than those of the conven-
tional banks.
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Empirical Frameworks and
Data

Empirical Framework

This study  empiricall y compares the
quality of asset management of Islamic banks
to their conventional counterparts. It also at-
tempts to investi gate the quality of asset
management of the Islamic and conventional
banks in Indonesia based on the regulation
by the central bank of Indonesia, Bank Indo-
nesia, No. 9/1/PBI/2007). According to the
BI regulation, five indicators have been used
to assess the asset management of the banks,
i.e., Capital Adequacy (C), Asset Quality (A),
bank management (M), Earning (E), and Li-
quidity (L). In short, these five indicators are
known by the acronym “CAMEL”. BI has
assigned the weightage for each CAMEL in-
dicator to measure the banks’ asset manage-
ment as shown by the following Table 1. The
description of the investigated variables is
explained in the following Table 2.

Thus, based on the CAMEL weightage,
the asset management of the banks can then
be calculated based on the Equation (1).

Table 1. Weightage of CAMEL

No CAMEL Weightage
Indicator (%)

1. Capital Adequacy (C) 30

2. Asset Quality (A) 30

3. Bank Management (M) 20

4. Earning (E) 10

5. Liquidity (L) 10

Source: Bank Indonesia (2007)

Y =0.3(CAR) + 0.3(NPL) + 0.2(NPM)

+ 0.1(NIM) + 0.1(OCOI)]/2

+ 0.1(LDR)............................... (1)

where, Y is the banks’ asset management,
NPL is a non-performing loan (or financing),
NPM is the net profit margin, NIM is the net
interest margin, OCOI is the ratio of operat-
ing cost to operating income, and LDR is the
loan to deposit ratio.

Thus, to empirically compare the qual-
ity of the asset management of the Islamic
and conventional banks, which was calculated
based on the above Equation (1); the study
uses the mean-different test based on the in-
dependent sample t-test. Furthermore, to explore
the determinants of  the quality of  the asset
management of the banks, the study regresses
the asset management of the banks (Y) as
the dependent variables against the depen-
dent va riables i .e .,  the Return on Asset
(ROA), the Total Loan to Total Asset (TLTA)
and the Operating Income to Total Liabili-
ties (OITL) with the Equation (2).

Y
it
 = a + b

1
ROA

it
 + b

2
TLTA

it
 + b

3
OITL

it

+ e
it
.............................................(2)

where: Y
it
 is the asset management of the

bank i for year t, calculated by the Equation
(1), a is the constant term, b

1
, b

2
, and b

3
 are

the estimated parameters, ROA is the return
on assets of  the bank i for year t, TLTA is the
total loan to total assets of the bank i for year
t, OITL is the operating income to total loan
of  the bank i for year t, and e is the error term.

It is important to note here that the com-
mercial Islamic and conventional banks com-
pared in the study were categorized in the
different levels of business activity by the
central bank of Indonesia, Bank Indonesia.
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Table 2. Operationalization of Variables

Variable Definition Measurement Previous 
Studies 

Dependent (Y):    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yoon (2006),  

 

Aryati and 
Balafif 
(2007); 
Lestari 
(2009); 
Hastuti and 
Subaweh 
(2008); 
Swandari 
(2002) 

Bank asset 
management 
measured by 
CAMEL 

The ability of a bank to 
conduct a normal banking 
operations and its ability to 
meet all its obligations 
according to the regulation. 

Y = 0.3(CAR) + 0.3(NPL) + 
0.2(NPM)  

       + [0.1(NIM) + 0.1(OCOI)]/2  

       + 0.1(LDR) 

CAMEL 
Indicators :  

  

Capital 
Adequacy Ratio 
(CAR)   

Ratio measures the amount of 
a bank's core capital to 
its risk-weighted asset .  

CAR = (Own Capital/risk-
weighted Asset) 

x 100 

Non-Performing 
Loan (NPL) 

The ability of the bank to 
manage its  non-performing 
loan. 

NPL = (NPL/Total NPL) x 100 

Net Profit 
Margin (NPM) 

Ratio measures the net profit 
to operating income 

NPM = (Net Profit/Operating 
Income) 

x 100 

Net Interest 
Margin (NIM)  

Measuring the difference 
between the interest income 
relative to the amount of their 
interest-earning assets.  

NIM = (Net Interest Income/ 
Productive Assets) x 100 

Operating Cost 
to Operating 
Income (OCOI) 

Ratio measures the operating 
cost to the operating income 

OCOI = (Operating Cost / 
Operating 

Income) x 100 

 

Loan to Deposit 
Ratio (LDR) 

Ratio measures bank’s 
liquidity by dividing the 
financial institution's total 
loans by its total deposits. 

LDR = (Loan/Deposit ) x 100 

Independent:   Lestari 
(2009); 
Hastuti and 
Subaweh 
(2008); 
Samad (2004) 

Profitability 
Measuring the ability of the 
banks to generate profit using 
its available total assets. 

ROA = (Net Income after 
tax/Total assets) x 100 

Credit Risk 

The risk of loss of principal 
stemming from a borrower's 
failure to repay a loan or 
otherwise meet a contractual 
obligation. It measured by the 
total common equity to total 
assets. 

 

 

TLTA =(Total Loan /Total 
Assets) x 100 

 

 

 

Samad (2004) 

Debt 
Management 

The ability of bank to have 
enough cash flow to cover 
debt obligations 

OITL = (Net Operating 
Income/Total Liabilit ies) x 100 

Swandari 
(2002) 
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Since 2013, Bank Indonesia has categorized
the commercial banks in the country into four
levels of the business activity based on their
core capital and offices’ networks (Chapter
No. 1, Article No.1 of  the central bank of
Indonesia ’s regula tion, No.  15/11/PBI/
2013). Based on the regulation, the investi-
gated Islamic and conventional banks in the
study were categorized in the levels 4 and 2
of  the business activity, respectively. Thus,
the findings of the study should be inter-
preted cautiously. In interpreting the findings
of  this study, the following assumptions were
made pertaining to the Islamic banks: they
have limited: (i) market share, (ii) business
exposure, (iii) depositors and business part-
ners, (iv) international market access, and (iv)
levels of operations and risk pressure, com-
pared to their conventional counterparts.

Data

This study empirically compares the lev-
els of  the bank’s asset management between
the conventional and Islamic banks based on
the CAMEL method during the period 2009
to 2011. Annual data of the four Islamic and
conventional banks’ financial ratios respec-
tively was used in the analysis. The data of

the financial ratios used in this study have
many advantages. The most important ben-
efit of the use of the ratio method is that it
compensates bank disparities (Samad 2004:
6, and Hazzi and Al Kilani 2013). The inves-
tigated Islamic and convent ional banking
firms, which were categorized in the levels 4
and 2 of banking business activity respec-
tively (see central bank of Indonesia regula-
tion, No. 15/11/PBI/2013) will be not equal
with respect to their sizes. The use of  the ra-
tio should remove the disparities in size and
bring them at a par. In addition, the study
decided to compare the banks with different
levels of banking business activity

Meanwhile, the selected banks that were
investigated in this study are shown in Table
3, which are based on their similar assets’
characteristics and data availability.

The secondary data used in the study
was collected from various sources including
Bank Indonesia (www.bi.go.id), Yahoo Finance
(http://finance.yahoo.com),  Daily Balance
(www.neraca .co.id),  Business  News
(www.bisnis.com), Magazine Info Bank (www.
infobank.com), and the reports  from each
bank, which were published on their respec-
tive websites.

Table 3. List of Investigated Banks

No. Conventional Bank Islamic Bank

1. Bank Mandiri Indonesia Bank Syariah Muamalat

2. BRI Persero Tbk Bank Syariah Mandiri

3. Bank Central Asia Tbk Bank Syariah Mega Indonesia

4. BNI Persero, Tbk Bank Syariah BRI
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Findings and Discussions

The Asset Management of the
Banks

Table 4 reports the quality level of  the
asset management of the banks according to
the CAMEL score, which was calculated
based on the Equation (1). Table 4 recorded
that the Islamic banks generally have higher
levels of CAMEL score as compared to their
conventional counterparts, indicating that
the Islamic banks have a better qual ity of
asset  management than the convent ional
banks. The Islamic banks were ranked 1st, 2nd,
3rd and 6th, while the conventional  banks
were, respectively, ranked in the 4th, 5th, 7th

and 8th. On the average, the CAMEL score

Tabel 4. The Level of Bank’s Asset Management Based on the CAMEL Score

CAMEL Score

No Bank 2009 2010 2011 Mean Bank’s Type

1. Bank Syariah BRI 50 44 57 50.33 Islamic

2. Bank Syariah Mega Indonesia 31 32 34 32.33 Islamic

3. Bank Syariah Muamalat 31 32 30 31.00 Islamic

4. BRI Persero Tbk 30 29 30 29.66 Conventional

5. BNI Persero, Tbk 29 28 29 28.66 Conventional

6. Bank Syariah Mandiri 28 28 28 28.00 Islamic

7. Bank Central Asia Tbk 27 26 26 26.33 Conventional

8. Bank Mandiri Indonesia 25 26 28 26.33 Conventional

Mean 27.75 27.25 28.25 27.75 Conventional

Mean 35.00 34.00 37.25 35.42 Islamic

for the Islamic banks (35.42) was higher than
the conventional banks (27.75) during 2009-
2011.

Table 4 also showed that, overall the
Islamic banks have improved their quality of
asset management faster than the conven-
tional banks have. The conventional banks
have decreased their quality level of asset
management by 0.50 percent from 2009 to
2010, increased to 1 percent in 2011. On the
other hand, the Islamic banks only recorded
a decline in their quality level of asset man-
agement by 1 percent from 2009 to 2010, but
have sharply increased by 3.25 percent in
2011. These findings proved that the Islamic
banks have a  better growth in thei r asset
management as compared to the conventional
banks.
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Descriptive Statistics

Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics
of  the investigated va riables. Table 5 por-
trayed that the CAMEL score for the con-
ventional banks had a minimum value  of
25.50, a highest value of 35.00, the average
value of 27.75, and a standard deviation of
2.07. Compared to the conventional banks,
the Is lamic banks recorded the lowest
CAMEL score of -2.00. Meanwhile, the mini-
mum and maximum ratios of  ROA were re-
spectively 0.20 and 4.93, with the average
of 2.42 and a standard dev iation of 1. 15.
TLTA variable has a minimum value of  6.00,
a maximum value of 30.00, the average value
of 10.02 and a standard deviation of 3.70.
Finally, the OITL variable has a minimum

value of -1.00, the maximum value of 100.00,
the average of 32.97, and a standard devia-
tion of 24.91.

Coefficients of  Correlation

Table 6 reports the correlation among
the dependent and independent variables. As
for the conventional banks, there was a very
weak correlation between the CAMEL score
and TLTA, and weak correlation between the
TLTA and OITL at the significant level of  5
percent, respectively. Meanwhile, there were
also weak correlations between the CAMEL
score and TLTA, CAMEL score and OITL,
and between the ROA and OITL at least at
the 1 percent significance level.

Table 5. Descriptive Statistics

Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Dev.

Conventional Bank

CAMEL 25.50 35.00 27.75 2.07

ROA 1.57 4.93 9.37 0.75

TLTA 6.00 14.00 53.39 1.61

OITL 26.00 100.00 31.35 18.65

Islamic Bank

CAMEL -2.00 123.00 35.42 16.40

ROA 0.20 3.18 1.58 0.81

TLTA 7.00 30.00 10.66 4.92

OITL -1.00 27.00 12.56 7.44
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Table 6. Pearson-Coefficients of Correlation

Coefficient CAMEL ROA TLTA OITL

Conventional Banks

CAMEL 1.00

ROA 0.08 1.00

TLTA 0.29 *  -0.19 1.00

OITL  -0.20 0.08  0.26 * 1.00

Islamic Banks

CAMEL 1.00

ROA 0.31 * 1.00

TLTA 0.35 **  -0.09 1.00

OITL  -0.35 ** 0.71 ** -0.11 1.00

Note: ** and * indicating significant at 1 percent and 5 percent levels, respectively.

Differences in Quality of Asset
Management between the Islamic
and Conventional Banks

Tables 7 and Table 8 report the results
of a comparison between the mean of the
quality of the asset management of the Is-
lamic banks to their conventional counter-
parts, based on the independent sample t-test.
Table 7 documented that the Islamic banks
had recorded a higher mean of the quality of
the asset management (performed better) with
a value of 39.56 than the conventional banks
(31.35). This difference was significant at the
level of 1 percent, as shown by the t-test for
equality means and the Levene’s test for
equality of  variances (Table 8). This finding

supported our earlier findings which showed
that the Islamic banks have a better asset
management system compared to their con-
ventional counterparts. This is simply due to
the differences in Islamic banks, which have:
(i) limited market share; (ii) limited levels of
operations and risk; (iii) limited business ex-
posure, (iii) limited depositors and business
partners; and (iv) limited international mar-
ket access. If  in the future, the Islamic banks
have similar conditions to their conventional
counterparts, the scenario and results of the
study might be different. In addition, the abil-
ity of Islamic banks to manage their limited
risk compared to their conventional counter-
parts is believed to contribute to these dif-
ferences.
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Table 7. Group Statistics (n = 48)

Bank Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

CAMEL Conventional 27.750 2.078 0.299

Islamic 35.420 16.409 2.368

Determinants of  the Quality of
Banks’ Asset Management

A multiple linear regression was per-
formed to determine the extent to which the
independent variables, namely the ROA,
TLTA, and OITL affect the dependent vari-
able, the quality of the asset management of
the banks. Tests were performed twice; the
first test was conducted to measure the de-
terminants of  the quality of  the asset man-
agement of the conventional banks, while the
second test was meant to explore the deter-
minants of the quality of the Islamic banks
asset management.

Based on the Table 9 , the estimated
equations for each bank can be formulated
as follows:

For conventional banks:

Y
it
= 26.60** + 0.51ROA

it
+ 0.53TLTA

it
*

(11.75) (1.35) (2.91)

- 0, 37OITL
it

*

(-2.33)

For Islamic banks:
Y

it
= 38.48** - 2.29ROA

it
+ 1.06TLTA*

it

(5.45) (-0.60) (2.40)

-0, 52OITL
it

(-1.27)

Note: Figure in parentheses (.) show the t-value;
** and * indicating significant at 1 percent
and 5 percent levels, respectively.

Referring to Table 9 and the two-esti-
mated linear equations, the study found that

Table 8. Independent Sample Test

Levene’s

 Test for
Equality of t-test for Equality of Means
Variances

F Sig. t df Sig. Lower Upper
(2-tailed)

CAMEL Equal variances 15.952* 0.000 -3.438 94.00 0.001* -12.948 -3.468
assumed

Equal variances -3.438 48.507 0.001* -13.007 -3.409
not assumed

Note: ** indicating significant at 1 percent level.
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the ROA has an insignificant effect on the
quality of the banks’ asset management. This
finding is consistent with the study by Hastuti
and Subaweh (2008) and Almil ia  and
Herdiningtyas (2005), implying that the ROA
cannot be used to predict the soundness of
the banks, both Islamic and conventional.

Meanwhile, the TLTA was found to
have a positive and significant effect on the
quality of the asset management of both Is-
lamic and conventional banks at the 1 per-
cent and 5 percent levels of significance, re-
spectively. This finding indicates that the fluc-
tuations in the TLTA affected the quality of
the asset management of  both banks. Statis-

tically, the finding showed that any 1 percent
increase (decrease) in TLTA affected an in-
crease (decrease) in the CAMEL score of
1.15 percent. To improve the quality of  the
asset management of the banks, the bank
manager should manage the financial ratio of
the TLTA. This empirical evidence further
implies that the greater the percentage of the
bank’s capital invested into assets will increase
the CAMEL scores value , because it will
minimize the risk of loss of capital when com-
pared with its placement in credit schemes.
Our finding supported the earlier study by
Samad (2004).

Table 9. Results of Multiple Regressions

Conventional Banks

Model Estimated Std. Error t-value p-value
Parameter

Constant 26.60 ** 2.26 11.75 0.00

ROA 0.51 0.38 1.35 0.18

TLTA 0.53 ** 0.18 2.91 0.00

OITL -0.37 * 0.01 -2.33 0.02

F-stats = 18.98 (p-value = 0.00); D-W = 2.005;

Skewness = 2.21; Kurtosis =0.03; Adj-R2 = 19.65

Islamic Banks

Constant 38.48 ** 7.06 5.45 0.00

ROA -2.29 3.78 -0.60 0.54

TLTA 1.06 * 0.44 2.40 0.02

OITL -0.52 0.41 -1.27 0.21

F-stats = 23.98 (p-value = 0.00); D-W = 2.12;

Skewness = 2.01; Kurtosis =0.01; Adj-R2 = 11.76

Note: ** and * indicating significant at 1 percent and 5 percent levels, respectively, and D-W is Durbin-
Watson test for autocorrelation.
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Finally, as for the OITL effect on the
quality of the banks’ asset management, the
study only found a negative and significant
value for the conventional banks, but a dis-
similar finding was recorded for the Islamic
banks. This shows that the quality of  the as-
set management of the conventional banks
was adversely affected by the OITL, while
the Islamic banks quality was independent of
the OITL. This finding is in harmony with
the study conducted by Swandari (2002).

Overall, the study found that 19.65 per-
cent of  the variability observed in quality of
the asset management of the conventional
banks can be explained by assessed values
of the independent variables, while the vari-
ability observed in the quality of  the asset
management of the Islamic banks can only
be explained about 11.76 percent by the in-
dependent variables, as shown by their ad-
justed-R2. Thus, the assessed value of the
independent variables contributes a small
number of  information about the quality of
the asset management of  both banks.

Conclusion and Implications

This study  empiricall y examined the
quality of the asset management of eight
banks in Indonesia (four conventional banks
i.e. , Bank Mandiri Indonesia, BRI Persero
Tbk, Bank Central Asia Tbk, BNI Persero
Tbk; and four Islamic banks i.e., Bank Syariah
Muamalat,  Bank Syariah Mandiri, Bank
Syariah Mega Indonesia and Bank Syariah
BRI) for three consecutive years, 2009-2011.
It also attempted to explore the determinants
of the quality of the asset management of
both Islamic and conventional banks.

The study recorded that the Islamic
banks ranked higher (ranking 1, 2, 3 and 6)
than the conventional banks (ranking 4, 5, 7

and 8). Overall, this implies that the Islamic
banks performed better than their conven-
tional counterparts. It was also statistically
proved that the Islamic banks have a signifi-
cant mean-difference compared to the mean
asset management of the conventional banks,
as shown by the independent sample t-test
and the Levene’s test for equality of  vari-
ances. The limited market share, limited lev-
els of operat ion and risk, limited business
exposure, limited depositors and business
partners, and limited international market
access of the Islamic banks as opposed to
their conventional counterparts contributed
to the higher qual ity level of the Islamic
banks’  asse t management.  If the Isl amic
banks operate in similar conditions as their
conventional counterparts in the future, the
findings of the study might be different. In
addition, the ability of Islamic banks to man-
age their limited risk compared to their con-
ventional counterparts is believed to contrib-
ute to these differences. This empirical evi-
dence proved that it is indeed timely for the
bank’s costumers, businesses and the govern-
ment to make the Islamic banks become their
banks of choice either to deposit their money
or to borrow money from, as well as to pro-
mote the economic growth of  the country.
The government should encourage the growth
of Islamic banks and place their money there.
The government , through Bank Indonesia
should also recommend the existing conven-
tional banks consider conversion to opera-
tions based on the Islamic principles.

As for the determinants of  the quality
of the banks’ asset management, the study
documented that the ROA was found to have
an insignificant effect on the banks’ asset
management, implying that the ROA cannot
be used to predic t the soundness of the
banks, both Islamic and conventional. Mean-
while, the TLTA was found to have a posi-
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tive and significant effect on the quality of
asset management of both Islamic and con-
ventional banks, suggesting that to enhance
the soundness of the banks, the bank man-
ager should take great care with its credit risk.
This empirical evidence further implies that
the greater the percentage of  the bank’s capi-
tal invested into assets will give an increase
in the value of the CAMEL scores because
it wi ll minimize the risk of loss of capital
when compared with its placement on credit.
Finally, as for the OITL effect on the quality
of the banks’ asset management, the study
only found a negative and significant value
for the conventional banks, but dissimilar
findings were recorded for the Islamic banks.
This shows that the quality of the asset man-
agement of the conventional banks was ad-
versely affected by the ability of the bank
manager to manage the debts of the banks,

while the quality of the asset management
of the Islamic banks was independence of
the debt management (OITL). Overall, the
study found that the variability observed in
the quality of the asset management of the
conventional and Islamic banks could be ex-
plained about 19.65 and 11.76 percent by the
assessed values of the independent variables,
respectively.

The findings and implications of this
study are limited to the selected investigated
banks during the period 2009-2011 in Indo-
nesia. Incorporating a longer sample period,
covering more Islamic and conventional
banks, and including more variables that may
potential ly affect the quality of the asset
management of the banks might enhance fur-
ther analysis and implications of the study
on this issue.
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